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"In the name of God, I, Man, take you, Woman, to be my wife, to have and to hold from this day forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, until we are parted by death. This is my solemn vow." It is a very nice phrase to hear from a certain couple changing their vows in marriage. The content was so intimate and intense that seems it is undistractable or firm words of two people joining together, exploring the world of a married individual. The phrase itself was so binding like a legal contract that cannot be dissolve nor be void. Words that reflects on the individualities feeling that is so warm and full of magic spell that surrounds them. The hanging question was, is it true? Will it last a long time? Or, will it really fall to the point that only death will keep them apart.

Some believes in true love, others in having their soulmates, how about those arrange marriage. Does the three sets of situation can answer the underlying question about marriage? Nobody can answer those three question. There are marriage that really end on that only death had made them apart and there are some marriage that really last a long time but doesn’t go to the till death do us part thing. Marriage is a very complex situation, only God can separate them just like the priest told in a marriage mass. Especially nowadays, there are many young, very young couple entering marriage. They thought it was so easy like swallowing a certain food and when you felt hot they will spit it out. Marriage do not have the policy of return then exchange.

Marriage failed for so many reason, and most common was having a third party, not to demoralized manhood, I think they had a big percentage of cheating than women. Reason? The common study was, a former long ex-lover come along in his
path, fed up and just want out, poor judgement and will power to compromise, needs aren’t met or to the point of being depressed or anxious. Nevertheless, no matter what underlying reason was a man should have that lead him to cheat, it is not acceptable. We cannot tell that love does not work anymore between them. Love is everywhere, just like trust, it should be earn. Just like in the line of Mr. Morningson in the TV series Lucifer, he will ask a suspect of a crime of what they really desire, speculating the truth of what happen in the crime that occurs. Desire are things that we aspire or crave for that has less meaning or importance. It is unfair for a married man looking and desiring for his partner what she do not have. As far as for my own experience and opinion, we had taken that vow accepting our partners short comings or for what she really was. We should not find faults for those things she cannot give nor cannot comprehend. We must love them for what they are and in loving them, their inability to give us what we want or desire is not a liability. Each individual has its own limitation. No one is perfect. And that imperfection should be our key to have a better relationship with our partners. The right term is acceptance, to accept is an admission that we for ourselves was not also perfect and we had flaws too. Did we try to ask them if they had also doubts or something they prefer for us to be, because they had also desires in their own mind. Selfishness was really hard to fight when it comes to those things we desire was not met or granted. Just like a child with a candy or a lollipop taken away by his playmate, he or she will cry his or her lungs out just to get it back. Marriage was made happen by two people that love each other and that love was develop because of trust as well as acceptance. Let those desire be made before entering in a marriage because once you are in it, there is no looking back.
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